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Reactive response in notifying customers on network outages negatively 
impacts their experience
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30% of calls in contact centers are related to network outages. Failing to notify and responding immediately during an outage might lead to increased 
call volumes in the contact center and prolonged wait-times degrade customer experience.

The insight describes how service providers in the connectedness industry can combine RPA and AI to build and implement a proactive Two-way 
Conversational Framework for their contact center to mitigate the above challenges and drastically improve NPS.

Proactive outage 
notifications, if 

not triggered 
quickly, has a 

cascading impact

Huge call spike increasing 
the customer wait-time

Customer dissatisfaction 
leading to low NPS scores

High OpEx for the contact 
center

Reputational loss increasing 
the switching propensity of 

customers

IM
PACT S

 Distribution of calls received by the contact 
centers  

Billing Complaints 12%
Service requests 13%

Product & Service inquiries 10%
Billing Inquiries 14%

51% 
Service 
related 

complaints, 

21% 
Other 

service 
calls

 

30% 
Network 
Outages

Source: Based on Contact Centre data of various service providers

Use proactive 
outreach to build 
confidence in the 
company’s ability 
to resolve service 
issues. 

Gartner
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Two-way Conversational Framework for proactive network outage notification 
and resolution status
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Build a Two-way Conversational Framework, a central intelligent platform to orchestrate bi-directional communication and provide 
seamless customer experience during common network outages.

Steps to implement a Two-way Conversational Framework

   Auto-identification of outage information

 Schedule Notification

Build a unified outage monitoring dashboard to capture and categorize relevant 
outages
Build a standardized process to identify relevant outages in network monitoring systems 
based on technology (Copper, Fiber, or HFC). Integrate them with an outage monitoring 
dashboard for BOT to auto-extract outages and store them in a central database.

Perform validation and schedule notification

Perform automated validation and intelligent scheduling to send notifications to the 
impacted customers proactively in a well-organized structure. It helps achieve the 
predefined SLA, KPI targets and improves customer experience.

Send proactive notifications, and if the customer has additional 
queries, the bot can perform to and fro conversation using 

conversational AI
Provides seamless updates to the end customers on the service 

interruption, resolution status, and addresses customer queries if any.

Notify and engage with customers using a 
Conversational AI BOT

Step 3Step 1

Step 2
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RPA BOT fetches details of the impacted nodes 
from the Outage Monitoring Dashboard.

RPA BOT updates the extracted details into the 
database where they can be validated, 
scheduled, monitored, and notified to the 
customers.

This solution pulls outage information capturing 
the node/device details from various monitoring 
systems.

Build a unified outage monitoring dashboard to capture and categorize 
relevant outages
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The RPA BOT monitors and extracts details of the devices/services that have been interrupted from the various monitoring tools. It prevents the loss of information and stores it in 
a database to efficiently monitor, schedule, and notify the customer proactively.

FTTH Monitoring System

Cable (HFC) Monitoring System

Ticketing Platform

Outage Monitor Bot
BOT extracts 

impacted 
node details

BOT updates 
impacted 

node details

Outage Database

All extracted impacted Node ID/Device 
name getting stored in DB 

Build an Outage Monitoring Dashboard Extract data from the Outage 
Monitoring Dashboard Update data to the outage database

Outage 
Monitoring 
Dashboard

www.prodapt.com



Perform automated validation and intelligent scheduling to send notifications to the 
impacted customers proactively
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• Use RPA BOT to monitor and capture the Impacted Node 
ID/Device name in the outage database

• Validate the extracted information based on defined criteria 
using RPA BOT 

• Leverage the extraction BOT to update the database and notify 
the Notification BOT 

• Fetch the required details from the outage database using the 
Notification BOT to proceed further

Outage Database

Leverage RPA BOT to fetch customer contact details from the 
CRM database based on details extracted from Monitoring tool
• Customer Name
• Customer Contact Number

Validating outages with the CRM Database

Validate the outages by sending notifications to the relevant 
stakeholder and getting a confirmation. For example, confirming 
an outage with a technician from a particular region.

Validating outages with Field Technicians

Implement the RPA BOT in the auto-scheduling & planning phase to reduce human errors and improve efficiency in field service operations.

Organizes and assigns RPA BOTs to notify the impacted 
customers based on the below technologies:

• Technology – Copper, Fiber, Cable             
• Impact Time (2 iteration)
• Geographical location
Configure RPA BOT to trigger communications as 
below:

• Outage Notification – Send the notification once 
the service interruption is identified

• Update Notification – Send the notification based 
on the Estimated time to resolve (ETR) provided by 
the maintenance team

• Resolution Notification – Send the notification 
when the service is up

RPA Scheduler

• If the impacted node is found in two consecutive runs, send the details of the node to the field 
technicians for confirmation. Else, treat the node as ‘Not impacted’

• Integrate RPA BOT with a Conversational AI engine such as LivePerson to deliver notification to 
customers

Recommendation

Confirmation 
received within 

30 mints

Update 
received on ETR

Outage resolve 
by Tech team
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Send proactive notifications and perform to-and-fro conversation using the 
Conversational AI BOT 
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Illustration of WhatsApp-based to-and-fro communication between the Conversational AI BOT and the customer during a network outage

Outage Notification

BOT initiates WhatsApp with the help of 
LivePerson to send the notification on the 
outage to customers once it is identified 
on the monitoring tool

Update Notification Resolution Notification

BOT initiates WhatsApp with the help 
of LivePerson to send the notification of 
the update to customers once the 
maintenance team provides ETR

BOT initiates WhatsApp with the 
help of LivePerson to send the 
notification of the resolution to 
customers once the service is up

WhatsApp Notification – 
Outage

WhatsApp Notification – 
Update

WhatsApp Notification – 
Resolution

The Conversational AI BOT handles all standard 
customer queries. For complex queries, it diverts 
the customer to a Contact Center Live Agent.

RPA BOT Conversational 
AI Engine

CONVERSATIONAL AI BOT

Develop a conversational BOT using tools like Google 
CX/Dialog flow CX/IMB Watson/LivePerson to deliver 
notifications.

Recommendation

Customer can raise their queries or seek further information over chat

RPA BOT integrates with Conversational AI engine to deliver notification to customers after the outage has been identified

Customer

www.prodapt.com



Snapshot of a two-way conversation between the customer and the 
conversational AI BOT
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RPA BOT Conversational 
AI Engine

CONVERSATIONAL AI BOT

Scenario 1: Customer posts a simple query 
on billing which is easily and quickly 
handled by the Conversational AI BOT.

Customer

Customer asks 
queries to seek 
further information 
over chat

Conversational AI BOT 
handles maximum 
queries posted by 
customers

A B
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Snapshot of a two-way conversation between the customer and the 
conversational AI BOT
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RPA BOT Conversational 
AI Engine

CONVERSATIONAL AI BOT

Customer
Customer asks 
queries to seek 
further information 
over chat

For  complex and specific 
queries, BOT seamlessly 
transfers the chat to a Live 
Agent

Scenario 2: Customer posts a more 
complex query related to network issue 
which the Conversation AI Bot is unable to 
handle. It seamlessly transfers the query to 
a Live Agent without impacting customer 
chat experience.

A B
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A leading service provider in LatAm transformed network outage notification workflow by 
leveraging the Two-way Conversational Framework
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RPA BOT monitors 
the tools and extracts 
the device details of 
the impacted services

RPA BOT validates the 
device details with the 
outage database 

1

2 RPA BOT fetches the 
customer contact details 

from CRM database
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Outage Monitoring Interface

Outage Database
CRM Database

The RPA+NLP-based 
conversational BOT diverts 
the customer to contact 
center for further queries

• Intent Manager
• Conversational 

Manager
• Conversation 

Orchestrator
Outage Notification BOTUpdate Notification BOTResolution Notification BOT 456

7 Fly Fly Fly
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Business benefits achieved by a leading service provider in LatAm by 
implementing the Two-way Conversational Framework 
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Boost in agent 
productivity

Satisfied 
customers

25% reduction in the 
operations cost

54% reduction in calls 
related to outages
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THANKS!
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info@prodapt.com | www.prodapt.com

Get in touch
USA
Prodapt North America, Inc.
Oregon: 10260 SW Greenburg Road, Portland
Phone: +1 503 636 3737

Dallas: 1333, Corporate Dr., Suite 101, Irving 
Phone: +1 972 201 9009

New York: 1 Bridge Street, Irvington
Phone: +1 646 403 8161

CANADA
Prodapt Canada, Inc.
Vancouver: 777, Hornby Street,
Suite 600, BC V6Z 1S4
Phone: +1 503 210 0107

PANAMA
Prodapt Panama, Inc.
Panama Pacifico: Suite No 206, Building 3815
Phone: +1 503 636 3737

CHILE
Prodapt Chile SPA
Las Condes: Avenida Amperico Vespucio Sur 
100, 11th Floor, Santiago de Chile
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U!Prodapt Austria GmbH
Vienna: Karlsplatz 3/19 1010
Phone: +31 (0) 70 4140722

Prodapt Slovakia j.s.a
Bratislava: Plynárenská 7/A, 821 09

SOUTH AFRICA
Prodapt SA (Pty) Ltd.
Johannesburg: No. 3, 3rd Avenue, Rivonia
Phone: +27 (0) 11 259 4000

INDIA
Prodapt Solutions Pvt. Ltd. 
Chennai: Prince Infocity II, OMR
Phone: +91 44 4903 3000

“Chennai One” SEZ, Thoraipakkam
Phone: +91 44 4230 2300

IIT Madras Research Park II,
3rd floor, Kanagam Road, Taramani
Phone: +91 44 4903 3020

Bangalore: “CareerNet Campus” 
2nd floor, No. 53, Devarabisana Halli, 
Phone: +91 80 4655 7008

Hyderabad: Workafella Cyber Crown 4th Floor,
Sec II Village, HUDA Techno, Madhapur

UK
Prodapt (UK) Limited
London: 1 Poultry, EC2R 8EJ

Reading: Suite 277, 200 Brook Drive,
Green Park, RG2 6UB
Phone: +44 (0) 11 8900 1068

IRELAND
Prodapt Ireland Limited
Dublin: Suite 3, One earlsfort centre,
lower hatch street
Phone: +44 (0) 11 8900 1068

EUROPE
Prodapt Solutions Europe &
Prodapt Consulting B.V.
Rijswijk: De Bruyn Kopsstraat 14
Phone: +31 (0) 70 4140722

Prodapt Germany GmbH
Münich: Brienner Straße 12, 80333
Phone: +31 (0) 70 4140722

Prodapt Digital Solution LLC
Zagreb: Grand Centar,
Hektorovićeva ulica 2, 10 000

Prodapt Switzerland GmbH
Zurich: Muhlebachstrasse 54,
8008 Zürich

https://www.prodapt.com/en/
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